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MESSAGE OF THE CONGRESS PRESIDENT

Dear Colleagues,

On behalf of the Association Médicale Franco-Libanaise “AMFL” & the American Lebanese Medical Association “ALMA”, it is a great 
pleasure to invite you to the Lebanese Order of Physician’s International Congress, themed “Together - 2024”, taking place on 
Saturday, July 13th, 2024 at Beit al Tabib - Lebanese Order of Physician’s main building in Beirut, Lebanon.

Previously held in July 2023, this event proved to be a successful opportunity to gather the Lebanese medical community within 
Lebanon, doctors of Lebanese descent residing overseas, beside residents and medical students from the eight Lebanese Faculties 
of Medicine. This year, the Lebanese Medical Diaspora aims to reiterate this scientific experience to reinforce bounds between the 

local and abroad Lebanese doctors, and to pave the way to the new generations to develop their skills and improve their knowledge for a better 
healthcare system in Lebanon. 

Despite all the remaining challenges, we are still driven by our positive and human values:
“Together” - for a better healthcare system in Lebanon.
“Together” - we keep Lebanon the medical hub of the Middle East.
“Together” - we can benefit our residents from the best post-graduate programs in the world.
“Together” - we can set the healthcare structure providing a unified standard of care to all our people.

This congress is an opportunity to highlight on the achievements, latest discoveries, and innovative therapies in surgery, medicine, oncology, 
immunotherapy, infertility, targeted therapy among others, developed and implemented by Lebanese Doctors in Lebanon and worldwide. 

Do not miss this unique event and be part of the Lebanese Global Medical Family.

Sincerely,

PROFESSOR YOUSSEF BAKHACH | President of the Lebanese Order of Physicians
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Chers collègues,

C’est avec grand plaisir que l’Association Médicale Franco-Libanaise (AMFL) participera au congrès de la diaspora médicale qui se 
tiendra le 13 juillet prochain à Beyrouth sous l’égide du conseil de l’Ordre des Médecins du Liban. 

Le slogan “Ensemble” lancé par le Président le Professeur Youssef Bakhach en juillet 2023 a eu un succès inattendu et je suis 
persuadé que sa deuxième version “Ensemble - 2024” va ajouter une nouvelle pierre à l’édifice médicale libanais. 

L’Association Médicale Franco-Libanaise (AMFL) a depuis toujours organisé son congrès annuel de l’été à Beyrouth. Nous avons voulu cette année 
avec nos correspondants américains réitérer cette expérience scientifique. 

Cette initiative de joindre les médecins français, américains, belges, allemands, entre bien d’autres nationalités d’origine libanaise amène les experts 
et les spécialistes de différentes écoles autour d’une même table ronde. Ceci affirme une fois de plus que le Liban a été et restera la plaque médicale 
tournante du Proche-Orient. 

Ce congrès est une occasion privilégiée de nous retrouver dans notre cher pays natal, de partager des moments uniques et d’échanger nos 
connaissances médicales et scientifiques. 

Comptant sur votre présence, nous vous attendons nombreux actifs et motivés. 

GEORGES NASR
Secrétaire Général AMFL
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Dear Esteemed Colleagues,

I wish to begin by expressing my grateful appreciation to Dr. Bakhach who has provided a powerful endorsement of ALMA’s 
mission and hosting us at Beit Al Tabib. 

Since its inception in 1993, the American Lebanese Medical Association (ALMA) has brought together the passionate desire of 
numerous health care professionals in the U.S. of Lebanese descent and humanitarian interest to support Lebanon’s medical 
system and institutions.

I was particularly proud to see how ALMA demonstrated ability to coordinate needed medical supplies and health care for Lebanon this past summer. 
ALMA in coordination with the Health Outreach to the Middle East joined over 30 doctors from the U.S. to directly provide health care assistance in 
underserved areas of Lebanon. This year, we are reiterating this mission from July 1st to July 11th.  Whoever is interested, feel free to join us.

Also, of importance, last year, ALMA provided $1000 scholarships to each of the 35 deserving medical students from all the medical schools in 
Lebanon. Such scholarships not only support the ability of students to pursue their higher education goals but also give hope. Notably, this year we 
will be providing more scholarships to include 40 deserving medical students to cover all the medical school in Lebanon.

ALMA has also helped many medical students find rotations in various hospitals in the US to help secure their residency goals. We assisted this year 8 
postdoctoral fellows to secure paid positions for 2 years making our organization play an instrumental role in promoting educational goals.

I'm grateful for every member and their support, as well as the dedication of friends and family in the ALMA community, who are committed to 
serving Lebanon, making this conference a powerful statement of our collective commitment to the nation's future.
We have many tasks ahead of us, but we feel confident working together on our way to meet the mission ALMA seeks to fulfill.

RAY HACHEM, MD
ALMA Representative
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Dear Colleagues,

On behalf of the Association Médicale Franco-Libanaise “AMFL” & the American Lebanese Medical Association “ALMA”, it is a great 
pleasure to invite you to the Lebanese Order of Physician’s International Congress, themed “Together - 2024”, taking place on 
Saturday, July 13th, 2024 at Beit al Tabib - Lebanese Order of Physician’s main building in Beirut, Lebanon.

Previously held in July 2023, this event proved to be a successful opportunity to gather the Lebanese medical community within 
Lebanon, doctors of Lebanese descent residing overseas, beside residents and medical students from the eight Lebanese Faculties 
of Medicine. This year, the Lebanese Medical Diaspora aims to reiterate this scientific experience to reinforce bounds between the 

local and abroad Lebanese doctors, and to pave the way to the new generations to develop their skills and improve their knowledge for a better 
healthcare system in Lebanon. 

Despite all the remaining challenges, we are still driven by our positive and human values:
“Together” - for a better healthcare system in Lebanon.
“Together” - we keep Lebanon the medical hub of the Middle East.
“Together” - we can benefit our residents from the best post-graduate programs in the world.
“Together” - we can set the healthcare structure providing a unified standard of care to all our people.

This congress is an opportunity to highlight on the achievements, latest discoveries, and innovative therapies in surgery, medicine, oncology, 
immunotherapy, infertility, targeted therapy among others, developed and implemented by Lebanese Doctors in Lebanon and worldwide. 

Do not miss this unique event and be part of the Lebanese Global Medical Family.

Sincerely,

PROFESSOR YOUSSEF BAKHACH | President of the Lebanese Order of Physicians
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LEBANON - لُبْنَان  

Officially known as the Lebanese Republic is an Arab country in 

the Middle East, located in Western Asia. It is bordered by Syria 

to the north, east, while Cyprus lies just west of it across the 

Mediterranean Sea.

Lebanon's location at the crossroads of the Mediterranean 

Basin and the Arabian hinterland has contributed to its rich 

history and shaped a cultural identity of religious diversity.

Lebanon is home to roughly 6 million people and covers a 

territory of    10,452 km2, making it among the smallest 

countries in Asia by land area. Arabic is the official language.



07:30 - 08:30  Registration

08:30 - 10:00 Innovative Therapy in Medicine

10:00 - 10:15 Coffee Break

10:15 - 11:45 Innovative Therapy in Surgery

11:45 - 12:30 Coffee Break

12:30 - 14:00 OPENING & PRESIDENTIAL CEREMONY (Grants Distribution to 40 Lebanese Residents)

14:00 - 15:00 Innovative Therapy in Oncology

15:00 - 1600 Innovative Therapy in Infertility

16:00 - 16:30 Coffee Break

16:30 - 18:00 Digitalization in Medicine
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GOLD SPONSOR

2 Satellite symposia for 30 minutes  (Date & time to be arranged with the scientific committee)
1st Priority for exhibition booth location
Booth Space 18 sqm
Logo posted on the program & on all mass mailing
Priority to sponsor the lanyard (at Cost)

20,000
USD

SILVER SPONSOR

1 Satellite symposium for 30 minutes  (Date & time to be arranged with the scientific committee)
2nd Priority for exhibition booth location
Booth Space 12 sqm
Logo posted on the program & on all mass mailing

12,000
USD

BRONZE SPONSOR

Booth Space 9 sqm (3x3)
Logo posted on the program & on all mass mailing

12,000
USD



For more information, kindly contact the Scientific & Social Committee:
      009613071414

      E-mail: together2024@gmail.com

For sponsorship opportunites, kindly contact Infomed, Mrs. Nicole Tayyah
      0096171757374

      E-mail: nicole@infomedweb.com
 

Organized by:
4th Floor, Qubic Center
Daoud Ammoun Street
Horsh Tabet - Sin El Fil
P.O. Box: 90-361 Beirut
Tel: +961 1 510880/1/2/3 
Mobile: +961 71 103123

infomed@infomedweb.com | www.infomedweb.com

LEBANON UAE

| |DMCC Business Centre
Almas Tower
Jumeirah Lakes 
Dubai, United Arab Emirates
Unit No: 3820
Mobile: +971 50 9110475

Mezzanine floor,
Aliya Complex
Salem Al Mubarak St 
Block 2, Salmiya - Kuwait
Tel: +965 6556 7669 

KUWAIT

HOSTED BY


